Neuroplasticity and amblyopia: vision at the balance point
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Abstract  **Purpose:** New insights into triggers and brakes of plasticity in the visual system are being translated into new treatment approaches which may improve outcomes not only in children, but also in adults.

**Recent findings:** Visual experience-driven plasticity is greatest in early childhood, triggered by maturation of inhibitory interneurons which facilitate strengthening of synchronous synaptic connections, and inactivation of others. Normal binocular development leads to progressive refinement of monocular visual acuity, stereoacuity and fusion of images from both eyes. At the end of the “critical period”, structural and functional brakes such as dampening of acetylcholine receptor signalling and formation of perineuronal nets limit further synaptic remodelling. Imbalanced visual input from the two eyes can lead to imbalanced neural processing and permanent visual deficits, the commonest of which is amblyopia.

**Summary:** The efficacy of new behavioural, physical and pharmacological interventions aiming to balance visual input and visual processing have been described in humans, and some are currently under evaluation in randomised controlled trials. Outcomes may change amblyopia treatment for children and adults, but the safety of new approaches will need careful monitoring, as permanent adverse events may occur when plasticity is re-induced after the end of the critical period.
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**Glossary**

anisometropia a difference in refractive error (spectacle prescription) between the two eyes
a-tDCS anodal transcranial direct current
stimulation CI confidence interval
Balance point the point where signals from the two eyes have equal weighting, and signal integration is normal
Bangerter filter filter composed of microelements which distort the perceived image
Binocular viewing Viewing with both eyes simultaneously
cTBS continued theta burst stimulation
Dichoptic viewing Viewing of different images shown to right and left eye fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging
GABA gamma-Aminobutyric acid
IOCSR inter-ocular contrast sensitivity ratio, a measure of the imbalance in contrast sensitivity between an amblyopic and better-seeing eye
logMAR logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; contemporary measure of visual acuity or spatial resolution luminance here the perceived light intensity; reduced by NDF, red filters, Bangerter filters, which all reduce the amount of light that passes through the
filter
Monocular viewing Viewing with one eye only
NDF Neutral density filter; placed in front of the better-seeing eye to simulate amblyopia or to determine the balance point in individuals with amblyopia; also proposed for therapeutic use to degrade the image seen by the better-seeing eye to balance visual input
NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartate
Perceptual learning Improving performance of a trained task by repeated practice, with possible transfer of functional gain to other functions; here a treatment approach involving occlusion of the better-seeing eye and repeated practice of visual tasks using the amblyopic eye pRF population Receptive Field
RCT randomized controlled trial
rTMS repetitive transcranial magnetic brain stimulation
Sbisa bar Red filter bar; filters increasingly reduce luminance; if placed in front of the better-seeing eye, simple method to approximate the balance point SD Standard deviation SE Standard error Suppression inhibitory influence of the better-seeing eye over the amblyopic eye when both eyes are viewing
Main Text

Introduction  Over recent years, insights into visual development and deficits in visual processing in amblyopia have led to new treatment approaches. This review aims to provide a concise update on advances in the understanding of plasticity in the visual system, and new treatment approaches which harness plasticity to improve visual function in amblyopia. Were possible, we refer to work published in 2015-16; to set new findings into the appropriate context we refer to primary research and comprehensive review articles.

Plasticity in the visual system is greatest in early infancy. The architecture of the visual cortex, including the arrangement of neurons from each eye in vertical “ocular dominance” columns, and retinotopic horizontal organisation with neighbouring cells processing signals from receptive fields close to each other in the visual fields, is present at birth, i.e. develops under the guidance of genetic programs and without visual experience [1]. After birth, the pre-shaped architecture is refined by visual experience, with strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons that fire at the same time, and pruning of synapses that are not synchronised [2]. With progressive outgrowth and maturation of axons and dendrites, horizontal connections develop between neurons, and neural networks form, reflecting functional circuits or “maps” [3]. Plasticity, the ability of neurons to adapt and change in response to stimuli, is highest in young children, a period termed “critical period of vision development” (Fig. 1).

This phase is triggered by maturation of inhibitory, GABA-producing interneurons such as parvalbumin-positive large basket cells, which extend axons around excitatory neurons, modulating their signalling and setting up an excitatory-inhibitory “balance” [2, 4-6]. Structural and functional “brakes” where for long considered to mediate the end of the critical period, by limiting further synaptic remodelling. Examples are perineural nets, primarily composed of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, molecules which modulate the response to neurotransmitters at synapses, such as Lynx1, a molecule which dampens the effect of acetylcholine, and Nogo-66-receptor-mediated myelin inhibition of neurite outgrowth [2, 7, 8]. However, a recent study showed that experience-dependent maturation of silent excitatory synapses onto pyramidal neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) terminates the critical period of plasticity, and that this pathway is independent of the inhibitory tone of GABAergic interneurons [6]. Maturation of processing in V1 and extrastriate areas is accompanied by refinement of efferent pathways, leading to increasing stability of central fixation and ocular alignment.

Imbalanced visual input  Disruption of visual input during the critical period, for example by temporary occlusion of one eye, results in permanent visual deficits [9, 10]. In humans, disturbance of visual input in early childhood causes amblyopia, which affects 2-4% of individuals. Amblyopia is usually associated with a difference in refractive error (spectacle prescription) between the two eyes (anisometropia), misalignment of the eyes (strabismus), or both. Rarely, opacities of the cornea, crystalline lens (congenital/infantile cataract) or vitreous can cause amblyopia by depriving the retina of a clear image. Amblyopia is usually characterised by reduced vision in one eye, though bilateral cataract or hypermetropia (long-sightedness) can cause bilateral amblyopia. Amblyopia not only affects acuity, but also contrast sensitivity and fixation stability of the affected eye, and causes reduced stereoacuity (3D vision) and increased vulnerability to “crowding”, difficulty identifying a shape surrounded by visual “clutter” [11, 12].

Imbalanced visual processing  However, it is not only the processing of signals from the amblyopic eye that is impaired, there are also deficits in binocular processing, such as “suppression” [13, 14], an inhibitory influence of the better-seeing eye over the amblyopic eye when both eyes are viewing [15]. Suppression is considered an adaptive response to imbalanced visual input, preventing double vision in strabismus and visual confusion in anisometropia. The mechanisms underlying suppression are not fully known; models imply inhibitory circuits and neurotransmitters [16]. Various measures of suppression have been developed. Vision
scientists commonly measure the inter-ocular contrast sensitivity ratio (IOCSR), which reflects decreased contrast sensitivity in the amblyopic eye and typically correlates with amblyopic eye acuity [17]. The terms suppression and “abnormal IOCSR” are often used interchangeably [18]. However, whilst under normal viewing conditions, suppression appears to explain amblyopic vision deficits, binocular summation is normal when the contrast of images shown to the better-seeing eye matches the contrast sensitivity of the amblyopic eye [19]. This is the “balance point”, the point where signals from both eyes have equal weighting [15, 20, 21]. Data from adults with true and simulated amblyopia (placement of neutral density filters, NDF, in front of one eye) have been used to develop computational models of neural processing [21-24]. One such model indicates that excitatory signals from the amblyopic eye are attenuated and abnormal noise is increased, whilst binocular summation and inhibition are intact [21, 22, 25]. Suppression may correspond to the “attenuator” in this model, and may equate to a long-term sensitivity reduction, rather than a transient, active process of inhibition [22]. The observed attenuation may reflect reduced synchronisation of neural firing [22].

Cutting edge neuro-imaging demonstrates changes in cortical structure and functional organization in amblyopia. In addition to animal models and human psychophysical studies, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has delivered new insights into the biological factors underlying amblyopia and neural plasticity in humans. fMRI studies of amblyopia are challenging, as careful matching of visual acuity and control over eye movements are required; the latter is hampered by amblyopic eye fixation instability. Population receptive field (pRF) mapping estimates the receptive field size of cortical neurons, i.e. the size of the region in visual space in which a stimulus will trigger the firing of that neuron. The pRF sizes of neurons processing signals from the amblyopic eye in adults with strabismic amblyopia are consistently enlarged [26] (Fig 2).

**Figure 2. Non-invasive functional MRI demonstrates structural and functional changes in amblyopia.** Top left: Population receptor field (pRF) mapping estimates the receptive field size of cortical neurons, i.e. the size of the region in visual space in which a stimulus will trigger the firing of that neuron. The colours indicate the different pRF sizes as shown in the color bar. A, B: medial and lateral view of pRF size map for one individual. Solid lines demarcate visual field maps V1 and V3 (from [27]). Top right: In children with anisometropic amblyopia, diffusion tensor imaging shows thickening of the calcarine cortex (blue), which may indicate reduced “pruning” of neurons (from [28]). Bottom: In the same children, there is reduced integrity of the optical radiations (right) compared with healthy controls (left) (from [28]).

Importantly, this change not only affects V1 but also extrastriate regions. It may arise from reduced spatial resolution or greater spatial scatter of neuronal receptive fields [26]. Diffusion tensor imaging shows that in children with amblyopia, the integrity of the optical radiations is reduced, as is the cortical thickness of several higher visual areas (Fig 2)[28]. Interestingly, the calcarine cortex (which contains V1) appears thicker in individuals with amblyopia, which could indicate insufficient pruning, as is also seen in congenitally blind individuals [29, 30]. Differences in white matter integrity in amblyopia are also not restricted to the optic radiations but are also found in cortico-cortical tracts, including the corpus callosum and links between visual and temporal and frontal cortex [31, 32].
Current amblyopia treatment forces use of the amblyopic eye and works best in young children. Treatment aims to remove the causes of imbalanced visual input, by correcting any refractive error by glasses, and by surgically aligning the eyes to potentially improve binocular processing. Part-time occlusion or pharmacological blurring of near vision of the better-seeing eye with atropine eye drops promote processing of signals from the amblyopic eye [33]. Treatment is most successful before the age of 7 to 8 years: in younger children with moderate amblyopia an improvement in amblyopic eye acuity of 0.25 to 0.30 logMAR (two and a half to three lines on an acuity chart) can be expected after four months of treatment [34, 35]; in those with severe amblyopia, improvement is around 0.50 logMAR [36]. In older children and adults, the effect is less, for both moderate and severe amblyopia: 0.15 to 0.18 logMAR [37, 38]. For long this decline in response to treatment has been taken to indicate that the “sensitive period for treatment” is identical to the “critical period of vision development”. However, animal models have now successfully induced juvenile-like plasticity and restored vision in adult animals, and new amblyopia treatments have shown vision improvement in some adults (see below). Strategies to balance visual input and/or enhance neural plasticity to increase processing of signals from the amblyopic eye and binocular integration may improve treatment outcomes after the sensitive period. New treatments for amblyopia balance visual input and transiently increase plasticity.

A range of behavioural, physical and pharmacological methods have been developed. Some have been evaluated in animal models only, others have been tested in human studies; few have moved to randomised controlled trials (RCT).

### Behavioural approaches

#### a) Balancing visual input: computer-based dichoptic image presentation

The observation that in amblyopia, binocular integration at the “balance point” is normal, led to the development of an “anti-suppression” treatment [39], using a “falling block” computer game (Tetris™). Images are presented dichoptically, with contrast at the balance point, strengthening binocular summation: blocks are presented at high contrast to the amblyopic eye and low contrast to the better-seeing eye. Different parts of the visual scene are shown to each eye, and successful game play requires use of the information shown to the amblyopic eye only. Contrast detection thresholds in the amblyopic eye gradually improve [39], and the contrast of the image shown to the better-seeing eye can be increased. In some cases, normalisation of visual processing, including acuity and stereoaucuity, have been reported. Activity-dependent changes in neural activity and threshold modification enabling amblyopic eye signals to induce long-term potentiation, the basis of synaptic strengthening and plasticity, may mediate these effects [15]. The hardware for dichoptic viewing has evolved to accommodate different patient groups – small devices such as iPods for adults [40], larger iPads for children [41, 42]. Case series show promising results with acuity improvements of around 0.24 (95% CI=0.04) logMAR [43-45]. Two RCTs have recently been completed (NCT02200211 and ACTRN12613001004752); publication of results is pending. The efficacy of this approach may be enhanced by simultaneous anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (a-tDCS, see below), with greater stereoaucuity improvement than dichoptic treatment alone and with mean acuity improvement of 0.34 logMAR [46].

A similar approach shows a blurred image to the better-seeing eye, the level of blur reducing acuity in the fellow eye to that of the amblyopic eye (“binocular balanced viewing”). In 22 children age 3-11 years watching blur-matched movies for an hour a day achieved a mean acuity improvement of 0.27 (SD 0.22) logMAR ([47] Bossi, unpublished data). Interestingly, changes in visual acuity did not systematically correlate with changes in IOCSR, lending support to the notion that binocular suppression mechanisms are not the only factors involved in amblyopia.

Recently, a dichoptic video action game matching luminance and contrast has been combined with a monocular form of amblyopia treatment, “perceptual learning”
The same image was shown to both eyes, but the image to the better-seeing eye had reduced luminance/contrast. Acuity improved by a mean of 0.14 (SD 0.01) logMAR in adults and was sustained for two months, interestingly without systematic correlation between visual acuity improvement and IOCSR [48].

a. **Balancing visual input: optical methods to degrade input from better-seeing eye**

Bangerter or NDF can be applied to glasses to reduce input from the better-seeing eye. Bangerter filters are made of microelements which distort the perceived image and can reduce IOCSR and normalise binocular contrast summation [49]. NDFs reduce the perceived luminance, and in individuals with amblyopia can improve binocular combination [50]. NDFs can be graded to match the visual acuity of the amblyopic eye [51]. Both NDF and Bangerter filters work by delaying visual signaling; it is unclear whether this merely simulates the degraded signaling from an amblyopic eye, or whether it may induce additional temporal dissociation and reduce binocular co-operation further [15, 17].

b. **Non-balancing dichoptic methods**

Other methods use dichoptic presentation of images with the same level of contrast and clarity. One example is the Interactive Binocular Treatment (iBiT) approach, which presents some parts of a visual scene to the better-seeing eye, and other parts, critical for successful game play or video watching, to the amblyopic eye. Initial case series showed acuity improvement of 0.18 (SD 0.14) logMAR [52]; however, a recent RCT indicated lesser efficacy (0.06 to 0.10 logMAR) [53].

c. **Monocular methods**

- **Perceptual learning**
  In the original form of PL, the better-seeing eye is occluded whilst the amblyopic eye is viewing increasingly challenging stimuli [54], to improve performance of a trained task by repeated practice, involving multiple, in some examples hundreds, of sessions, with tens of thousands of “trials” or learning episodes [55]. This can improve contrast sensitivity in adults with amblyopia [56]; gain transfers to acuity (improvements of around 0.24 logMAR) [57] and binocular function [54, 58]. The underlying mechanism may include reduction of internal noise or more efficient use of stimulus information in the primary visual cortex and higher areas involved in attention and decision making (“retuning the perceptual template”) [54, 55, 59]. Improvements last for up to 12 months after discontinuation of treatment [55]. The PL approach is currently being evaluated in RCTs (NCT01223716, NCT01115283).  
  **Off-the shelf video action games**
  Video action games, which ask the player to perform repeated tasks to progress in a game, have been explored as a different means to induce visual learning, though the stimuli presented by off-the-shelf games are not specific and controlled. Indeed, playing an off-the shelf video game for two hours a day using only the amblyopic eye can improve acuity by around 0.16 logMAR, as well as stereopsis and other aspects of visual function [60]. The mechanism may include an enhanced ability to learn (“enhanced perceptual templates”), transferrable to visual tasks [61].

d. **Other methods**

Two studies reported surprising and at first sight counter-intuitive results. Short-term (2.5 hours) patching of the amblyopic eye induces a transient (30 minute) increase in amblyopic eye signalling when the patch is removed. This may reflect homeostatic intrinsic plasticity which regulates an increase of contrast gain in the patched eye, a reduction in suppression, and/or a reduction in neural noise [62]. Secondly, a recent study showed that exposure to complete darkness can “re-set” neural signalling and normalise vision in previously amblyopic eyes in kittens [63]. Darkness exposure re-induces high levels of neuroplasticity, reflected in significant reduction of neurofilament light subunit expression in visual cortex neurons [63].

**Physical methods**

- Repetitive transcranial magnetic brain stimulation (rTMS), continued theta burst stimulation (cTBS) and anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (a-tDCS)
transiently alter neuronal activity. Targeting imbalanced cortical processing, exerting an excitatory effect on inhibited amblyopic eye signalling, rTMS induced an improvement of contrast detection thresholds by 40% for about a week in adults with amblyopia [64]. Regular daily application of theta bursts (continued theta burst stimulation = cTBS) over five days had a cumulative effect which lasted for over two months [65]. cTBS is delivered in short sessions of 40 seconds, compared with 10 to 15 minutes for rTMS. Similarly, a-tDCS transiently improves contrast sensitivity and stereopsis and normalises visual cortex activation for 30 minutes in some adults with amblyopia [66]. These physical methods presumably increase excitability of projections from the amblyopic eye, with reduction in GABA and increase in glutamate concentration, or may reduce noise in amblyopic eye signalling [65, 66].

**Pharmacological and cellular methods**

Four pharmacological agents have been shown to enhance visual cortex plasticity in animal models, and three of these have been or are currently being investigated in RCTs. An open-label RCT reported that *Citicoline* enhances the effect of occlusion treatment in children age 4-13 years [67], with mean acuity improvement of 0.20 logMAR for up to a year. Citicoline increases levels of dopamine and acetylcholine in the central nervous system. **Levodopa (L-dopa)**, combined with carbidopa to block peripheral and enhance central L-dopa conversion to dopamine, transiently improves visual function in individuals with amblyopia, but a recent RCT with older children concluded that there was no additional benefit over occlusion treatment only [68]. As reversal of Lynx1-mediated dampening of acetylcholine receptor signalling re-induces plasticity in mice [8], the effect of **donepezil**, a centrally acting acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, on human amblyopia is currently the topic of a RCT (NCT01584076). **Fluoxetine**, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor commonly used in depression, re-induces visual plasticity in rats and can reverse monocular deprivation-induced visual loss [69], possibly by creating a novel synaptic environment that favours mature NMDA and GABA-A receptor subunits [70]. However, this concept has not progressed to human studies.

Figure 3 and Table 1 provide an overview of novel treatment approaches for human amblyopia. Other approaches, explored in animal studies only, are the **transplantation of inhibitory interneuron precursors** (in young mice after the end of the critical period, this triggers a second critical period [71]; in adult animals, it re-activates a juvenile-type of plasticity [72]), and blockade of paired immunoglobulin-like receptor B (PirB) by **infusion of a soluble PirB ectodomain** into mouse visual cortex (triggering formation of new functional synapses [73]). Lastly, cortical injections of **chondroitinase** dissolve extracellular matrix, specifically chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans which surround neurons and inhibit cell migration and axon growth from the end of the sensitive period. This restores vision in adult rats exposed to monocular deprivation [74], but in cats only induces structural changes, but no significant functional recovery [75]. **Treating amblyopia after the end of the sensitive period may trigger permanent adverse effects.**

There are concerns that treatment of amblyopia after the sensitive period may cause unintended adverse effects, particularly double vision (diplopia) in individuals with strabismic amblyopia. In individuals who have not developed sensory fusion mechanisms to combine corresponding images from the two eyes, treatments which reduce suppression can cause double vision, which in extreme cases may be “intractable”, i.e. cannot be alleviated by surgery or prisms [76, 77]. Incidence or risk of this adverse event are not known. Some
recommend monitoring of suppression with NDF or red filter (Sbisa) bars [78, 79], although the link between suppression and acuity is unclear [48, 80] (Bossi, unpublished data). Even less is known about the risks to neuronal health from pharmacological or cellular re-induction of cortical plasticity [2]. Conclusion Pre-clinical and clinical studies demonstrate that balancing binocular visual input may open new treatment options for adults and children with amblyopia. Physical and pharmacological approaches may enhance treatment efficacy by further increasing synaptic strength and remodeling. Further work is required to improve outcomes and to monitor the safety of new approaches.
Key points

- Psychophysiological and neuro-imaging studies have begun to clarify functional and structural changes in visual processing in amblyopia.
- New behavioural treatments balancing visual input may improve outcomes of amblyopia treatment in children and adults.
- Physical approaches can transiently increase plasticity in the adult visual cortex, and may enhance the efficacy of behavioural treatments.
- Pharmacological approaches to transiently increase visual cortex plasticity may equally enhance the efficacy of behavioural treatments.
- The safety of new approaches needs to be monitored, both in terms of short-term visual adverse events such as permanent double vision, and, for pharmacological and cellular plasticity-enhancing methods, neuronal health.
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Figure titles and legends

Figure 1. Plasticity (blue line) is highest during the first months of life, when visual experience shapes neural circuits. Inhibitory interneurons such as parvalbumin-positive basket cells make connections with excitatory visual cortex neurons, modulating their synaptic activity and triggering the start of the “critical period of visual plasticity”. Synaptic connections between neurons who signal in tandem are strengthened, and synaptic connections that are not synchronised are “pruned”. With increasing cortical maturation, functional and structural “brakes” reduce plasticity, for example Lynx-1 binding to acetylcholine receptors, deposition of extracellular matrix molecules such as chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, which form perineuronal nets, and Nogo-66-receptor-mediated myelin inhibition of neurite outgrowth. Experience-dependent maturation of initially silent, excitatory synapses terminates the critical period of plasticity.

Figure 2. Non-invasive functional MRI demonstrates structural and functional changes in amblyopia. Top left: Population receptor field (pRF) mapping estimates the receptive field size of cortical neurons, i.e. the size of the region in visual space in which a stimulus will trigger the firing of that neuron. The colours indicate the different pRF sizes as shown in the color bar. A, B: medial and lateral view of pRF size map for one individual. Solid lines demarcate visual field maps V1 and
V3 (from [27]). Top right: In children with anisometropic amblyopia, diffusion tensor imaging shows thickening of the calcarine cortex (blue), which may indicate reduced “pruning” of neurons (from [28]). Bottom: In the same children, there is reduced integrity of the optical radiations (right) compared with healthy controls (left) (from [28]).

Figure 3. New treatment approaches for amblyopia balance visual input and/or increase visual cortex plasticity. Top left: matching the contrast or blur of the image shown to the better seeing eye to the perception of the amblyopic eye brings visual input to the “balance point”. Strategies include contrast-matched Tetris games (anti-suppression treatment, left) and watching blur-matched movies (balanced binocular viewing, right). Top right: transcranial currents and drugs can temporarily induce neuronal plasticity and allow preferential processing of signals from the amblyopic eye. Bottom left: repeated practice of highly specific visual tasks (perceptual learning) or repetitive game play using the amblyopic eye only can improve visual function. Bottom right: game play or movie watching requiring combination of images from right and left eye may improve vision in the amblyopic eye. The figure illustrating the balanced binocular viewing approach (top left) contains an image from the movie “Big Buck Bunny”, used under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license, and kindly contributed by S. Dakin.

Table 1. Overview of new treatment approaches for amblyopia and visual outcomes.
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